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ABSTRACT—Metacognition is knowledge that can be ex-

pressed as confidence judgments about what one knows

(monitoring) and by strategies for learning what one does

not know (control). Although there is a substantial liter-

ature on cognitive processes in animals, little is known

about their metacognitive abilities. Here we show that

rhesus macaques, trained previously to make retrospective

confidence judgments about their performance on per-

ceptual tasks, transferred that ability immediately to a

new perceptual task and to a working memory task. We

also show that monkeys can learn to request ‘‘hints’’ when

they are given problems that they would otherwise have to

solve by trial and error. This study demonstrates, for the

first time, that nonhuman primates share with humans the

ability to monitor and transfer their metacognitive ability

both within and between different cognitive tasks, and to

seek new knowledge on a need-to-know basis.

Metacognition, the ability to monitor and control one’s knowl-

edge, is a basic feature of human thought (Flavell & Wellman,

1977; Koriat, 1997; Nelson & Narens, 1990). Metacognitive

monitoring has been studied in experiments in which subjects

are asked to state some fact and are then asked to evaluate the

accuracy of their response. For example, after responding to a

question such as ‘‘What is the capital of Australia?’’ a subject

might be asked, ‘‘On a scale from 0 to 100, rate how confident

you are that your answer is correct.’’ In experiments on meta-

cognitive control, subjects are typically allowed to determine

how much time they spend studying each item during a memory

task (Dunlosky & Hertzog, 1998; Metcalfe & Kornell, 2005;

Son, 2004). The usual finding, an inverse relationship between

accuracy and study time, shows that subjects use their knowl-

edge of what they do not know to determine which items to study.

Although there is a substantial body of research on animal

cognition (Shettleworth, 1998), this literature provides very

little evidence of metacognitive monitoring and virtually none of

metacognitive control processes. Here we present evidence that

monkeys trained to make metacognitive judgments about per-

ceptual problems learned to do so in a way that was not task-

specific. They were able to transfer their metacognitive skills

immediately to a qualitatively different working memory task.

We also show that monkeys can use metacognitive control to

improve their performance on a serial memory task by seeking

the information they need while learning that task.

A major difficulty in studying animal metacognition is the

paucity of paradigms that can rule out the influence of extero-

ceptive stimuli in purported instances of metacognition. Some

recent psychophysical experiments on monkeys (Shields, Smith,

& Washburn, 1997) and dolphins (Smith et al., 1995) illustrate

this problem. Subjects were required to make one response

(‘‘high’’) on trials on which one stimulus (S1) was presented and

another response (‘‘low’’) when a second stimulus (S2) was

presented. Subjects were also given the option of ending each

trial when they were ‘‘unsure’’ of the correct response. Because

subjects opted out mainly on trials on which the difference be-

tween S1 and S2 was small, opting out was interpreted as evi-

dence of the subjects’ uncertainty. However, just as S1 and S2

exerted stimulus control over ‘‘high’’ and ‘‘low’’ responses, they

could also exert an influence over the opting-out response. As

noted by Metcalfe (2003) and Shettleworth and Sutton (2003),

when a behavior occurs in the presence of the discriminative

stimuli to which the subject has been trained, there is no reason

to interpret that behavior as metacognitive unless it can be

shown to transfer to a new task.

The problem of control by exteroceptive stimuli can be ob-

viated by requiring subjects to make retrospective judgments of

their memories. In one experiment, rhesus macaques were given

the opportunity to choose between two types of trials on a
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delayed-matching-to-sample task after the sample was pre-

sented but before the actual test could be administered

(Hampton, 2001). One option was to wait for the test, at which

time the subject could earn a desirable reward if it responded

correctly, or earn nothing if it made an error. The second option

was to end the trial and settle for a less desirable, but certain,

reward. Subjects were also given forced-choice trials, on which

they could not avoid the test phase. Accuracy was significantly

higher for trials on which subjects opted to take the test than for

forced-choice trials, a result suggesting that subjects declined to

take the test when their memory of the sample was relatively

weak.

In a different paradigm, which is also the one we used in the

current experiment, monkeys were trained to make retrospective

judgments of their accuracy on perceptual tasks (Son & Kornell,

2005). They were differentially rewarded for selecting one of two

confidence icons (high or low) after each response on a given

perceptual task. Reward was maximized when subjects chose

the high-confidence icon following correct responses and the

low-confidence icon following errors. Subjects trained on this

paradigm learned to respond to the confidence icons appropri-

ately.1

Task-specificity is another issue that needs to be addressed in

experiments on metacognition in animals. Although judgments

of confidence and uncertainty by human subjects have been

observed in many contexts (e.g., Schwartz, 2002), it has yet to be

shown that purported metacognitive behavior in animals trans-

fers to novel types of problems (Shettleworth & Sutton, 2003).

Experiment 1 shows, for the first time, that a monkey can transfer

its ability to judge the accuracy of its performance from a per-

ceptual task to a working memory task.

EXPERIMENT 1

Method

Subjects

The subjects in Experiment 1 were 2 male rhesus macaques

(Macaca mulatta), Lashley and Ebbinghaus. Both were ap-

proximately 6 years of age at the start of the experiment and had

been trained previously in experiments on simultaneous chain-

ing (Terrace, 2005b) and numerical discrimination (Brannon

& Terrace, 1998) and in pilot studies on metacognition (Son

& Kornell, 2005). The subjects were housed individually in

adjoining cages in a colony of 20 rhesus macaques at the New

York State Psychiatric Institute (NYSPI). The colony was

maintained in accordance with guidelines issued by the Na-

tional Institutes of Health and by the Institutional Animal Care

and Use Committees at NYSPI and Columbia University.

Apparatus

The apparatus was identical to that used in earlier experiments

on monkey cognition (e.g., Subiaul, Cantlon, Holloway, & Ter-

race, 2004). All training and testing sessions took place in

chambers that were housed in sound-attenuated booths. Each

chamber was equipped with a touch-sensitive video monitor that

was used to present stimuli and to detect subjects’ responses.

Pilot Experiment

Experiment 1 is an extension of a pilot experiment in which we

determined optimal values of the parameters needed to train

reliable metacognitive performance (Son & Kornell, 2005).

During the pilot experiment, subjects were trained on two per-

ceptual tasks. The first was a line-discrimination task, in which

they were required to select the longest of nine lines; the second

was a numerical discrimination task, in which one subject

(Lashley) was required to select the stimulus containing the

largest number of geometric objects, and the other (Ebbinghaus)

was required to select the stimulus containing the fewest ob-

jects. Training on the metacognitive paradigm (described in the

next section) was added after subjects learned the line-dis-

crimination task. Both subjects learned to respond metacogni-

tively. They were subsequently trained on the numerical

discrimination task. After that task was mastered, the meta-

cognitive paradigm was added to this second task without further

metacognitive training. Both subjects responded metacogni-

tively immediately after the metacognitive paradigm was added

to the numerical discrimination task.

Metacognitive Paradigm

The metacognitive paradigm used in this experiment is similar

to the one used in the pilot experiment. As shown in Figure 1,

two confidence icons were presented at the end of each trial,

immediately after the subject responded on a perceptual task.

One icon signified high confidence; the other, low confidence.

Reward was contingent on the relation between the accuracy of

the subject’s response on the perceptual task and the subject’s

choice of confidence icon. Choosing the high-confidence icon

was a ‘‘risky’’ bet: The subject won three tokens if its response on

the perceptual task was correct, but lost three tokens if its re-

sponse was incorrect. Responses to the ‘‘safe,’’ low-confidence

icon were always rewarded with one token.

Tokens were deposited in a ‘‘bank’’ located in the lower right-

hand corner of the video monitor. The bank contained 9 tokens at

the start of each session. Tokens were added to and subtracted

from the bank following each metacognitive response. Food

reward (a 190-mg banana pellet) was provided when 12 or more

tokens had accumulated in the bank. The number of tokens was

then reset to 9. If the balance dropped to zero, no further tokens

could be lost. We note that this appears to be the first experiment

with animals in which tokens were subtracted following incor-

rect responses. In earlier experiments with token economies,

1Shields, Smith, Guttmannova, and Washburn (2005) subsequently per-
formed a similar experiment with monkeys.
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incorrect responses did not incur any penalties (Jackson &

Hackenberg, 1996; Wolfe, 1936).

Transfer to a New Perceptual Task

In experiments on human metacognition, subjects do not require

any pretraining when asked to make metacognitive judgments

on a new task. Having established the efficacy of the metacog-

nitive paradigm in our pilot study, we sought to determine

whether monkeys could transfer their metacognitive skills to a

new perceptual problem and to a qualitatively different memory

task. Our measure of transfer was based on subjects’ immediate

performance during the first four sessions in which the meta-

cognitive paradigm was added to each new task.

The subjects were trained on four tasks, in the following order:

line length and then numerical estimation (during the pilot ex-

periment), followed by circle size and then serial working

memory (in Experiment 1). In all four cases, the metacognitive

task was added after training on the primary task. Experiment 1

began after subjects completed the pilot study. They were first

trained on a perceptual task based on circle size; the level of

difficulty on this task varied randomly across trials. One subject

(Ebbinghaus) was trained to select the circle that had the largest

area; the other (Lashley), to select the circle that had the

smallest area. Subjects initiated each trial by touching a ‘‘start’’

stimulus on the monitor. Correct responses on the size-dis-

crimination task were followed by the simultaneous delivery of

primary reinforcement (two 190-mg banana-flavored Bio-

Servr food pellets) and visual and auditory feedback. Subjects

were trained daily in sessions that were 20 min long. The

metacognitive paradigm was added after a subject completed at

least 65% of the trials in one session correctly.

Transfer to a Serial Working Memory Task

Following metacognitive testing on the size-discrimination

problem, subjects were trained on a working memory task that

was similar to the tasks used in experiments on serial working

memory (SWM) with human subjects (Sternberg, 1969) and

monkeys (Wright, Santiago, Sands, Kendrick, & Cook, 1985).

The trial structure of the SWM task is shown in Figure 2.2 A

sequence of six trial-unique photographs was presented during

Fig. 1. Example of the task sequence (perceptual task, followed by
metacognitive task) in Experiment 1. For the reader’s benefit, correct
responses are circled in green; incorrect responses, in red. In the trial
illustrated here, a response to the largest stimulus was correct on the
perceptual task. The high- and low-confidence icons appeared immedi-
ately after the subject made its selection on the perceptual task. A re-
sponse to the high-confidence icon (a column of dots) resulted in a gain of
three tokens if it followed a correct response (top), but a loss of three
tokens if it followed an error (middle). A response to the low-confidence
icon (a multicolored geometric pattern) always resulted in a gain of one
token, regardless of whether the response on the perceptual task was
correct or incorrect (bottom). The addition or subtraction of tokens that
followed each metacognitive response is shown on the right.

Fig. 2. Trial structure of the serial working memory task in Experiment
1. Six sample photographs were displayed successively, followed by a test
during which one of the six samples was presented with eight distractors.
The subject’s task was to select the sample and then select the appropriate
confidence icon.

2Video clips of Ebbinghaus performing the SWM task can be found on
the Web at http://www.columbia.edu/cu/psychology/primatecognitionlab/videos/
MetaSPR.mov.
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the study portion of each trial. Attention to the samples was

maintained by requiring subjects to touch each photograph

before the next one was presented. The response to each of the

first five samples was followed by a 2-s interstimulus interval.

The test portion of each trial began 0.5 s after the subject re-

sponded to the sixth sample. Nine photographs, one of which had

appeared previously as a sample, were displayed simultan-

eously during test. The remaining eight photographs were dis-

tractors. The subject’s task was to select the sample. Correct

responses were rewarded with two banana pellets. A response to

any of the distractors ended the trial without reward. The sam-

ples and distractors were selected at random from a library of

more than 2,500 photographs. A given photograph was never

repeated during the same session. When subjects satisfied the

accuracy criterion of 65% correctly completed trials in one

session, the two metacognitive icons were introduced at the end

of each trial. The contingencies for responding to the high- and

the low-confidence icons were the same as those used in the pilot

experiment during the size task: a gain or loss of three tokens on

high-risk trials (depending on test accuracy), or a gain of one

token on low-risk trials (regardless of test accuracy).

Results

Evidence of metacognition in a nonverbal animal requires a

correlation between task accuracy and a metacognitive judg-

ment. The measure we used was the phi correlation coefficient

(f) between accuracy and confidence. The value off is the same

as the value of Pearson’s r when r is calculated from data ar-

ranged in a 2� 2 table, in this instance, a table composed of two

levels of correctness (correct vs. incorrect) with two levels of risk

(high vs. low). The value of f would approach 1.0 to the extent

that subjects chose the high-confidence icon after responding

correctly and the low-confidence icon after making an error.

Perceptual Task

Both subjects responded metacognitively as soon as the risk

icons were introduced to the perceptual task. This means that

they chose the high-confidence icon more frequently after cor-

rect responses than after errors, and that they chose the low-

confidence icon more frequently after errors than after correct

responses. For each subject, Figure 3 shows the value of f for

the first 4 sessions of responding on the new perceptual task,

along with the 2� 2 table from which the value offwas derived.

In each instance, the value of f was significant beyond the .01

level (as computed by Fisher’s exact test).3 Given that no

additional metacognitive training was provided during the area

task, these data provide clear evidence that an animal can

transfer its metacognitive ability from one perceptual task to

another.

Memory Task

Metacognitive responding also transferred immediately when

the confidence icons were added to the SWM task. As shown in

Figure 3, there was no decrement in the value of f, as compared

with its value on the area-discrimination task, the most recent

perceptual task. For both subjects, the value offwas significant

beyond the .001 level. This result is especially striking because

of the long delays that occurred between the subjects’ responses

to sample items and the presentation of the confidence icons. In

the SWM task, the median duration of the interval between

Ebbinghaus’s and Lashley’s responses to samples and the ap-

pearance of the confidence icons was 22 and 23 s, respectively,

for Sample 1 and 4 and 5 s, respectively, for Sample 6.

Serial Position of Probe

On most serial tasks, the difficulty of a list item is correlated with

its serial position (primacy and the recency effects). Only a re-

cency effect was obtained in this experiment. Accuracy in-

creased significantly with serial position for both Ebbinghaus

(r 5 .14, p < .001) and Lashley (r 5 .12, p < .01). By contrast,

the position of the sample had no effect on the value of f. In-

deed, the value of f differed significantly from zero at each

serial position (p < .05), with the sole exception of the value for

Ebbinghaus at Serial Position 6. These data show that difficulty,

Fig. 3. Results from Experiment 1: f correlations for each subject
during the first four sessions of training on the perceptual (circle-size) and
serial working memory tasks. The absolute frequencies used for com-
puting f are shown in the 2 (accuracy) � 2 (confidence) table in each bar.
Significant values of f (p < .001) are marked with an asterisk.

3The values of f we obtained compare favorably with those reported in ex-
periments in which adult human subjects were asked to make metacognitive
judgments immediately after learning a set of paired associates (Nelson &
Dunlosky, 1991). In those studies, in which metacognition was evaluated by the
magnitude of gamma correlations, the values of gamma were typically low, with
a mean of .38 (Dunlosky & Nelson, 1992) and range of .09 through .48 (Ve-
sonder & Voss, 1985). The f statistic is a more conservative estimate of
metacognitive performance than gamma because gamma can return values that
are higher, but never lower, than the value of f (Nelson, 1984).
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as defined by an item’s serial position, cannot account for the

subjects’ confidence in the accuracy of their responses.

Influence of Reaction Time

It might be argued that subjects’ responses to the confidence

icons were based on the difference between their reaction times

(RTs) for correct and incorrect responses. In experiments with

human subjects (e.g., Benjamin, Bjork, & Schwartz, 1998), RTs

are typically shorter for correct responses than for errors. The

same was true on the SWM task in Experiment 1: There was a

negative correlation between RTs during test and accuracy

during the first 10 sessions of metacognitive training for both

Ebbinghaus, r 5�.11, t(9) 5�2.05, p 5 .07, and Lashley, r 5

�.40, t(9) 5 �9.77, p < .0001; these results confirm that RT

decreased as accuracy increased.

There is no simple method for controlling for possible influ-

ences of RT duration on confidence judgments. It is, however,

possible to partial out the contribution of RT to the correlation

between accuracy and confidence choice. The resulting values

during the first 10 sessions of metacognitive training on the

SWM task were significantly greater than zero for both Eb-

binghaus, r 5 .28, t(9) 5 5.74, p < .001, and Lashley, r 5 .24,

t(9) 5 6.62, p < .0001. It follows that the duration of RTs on

correct and incorrect trials was not the sole determinant of the

subjects’ metacognitive performance.

EXPERIMENT 2

Experiment 1 showed that a monkey can monitor its accuracy on

perceptual tasks and transfer that ability to monitoring its

memory. In Experiment 2, we asked whether a monkey can ac-

quire a second component of human metacognition, control of

one’s knowledge. Previous studies (Call & Carpenter, 2001;

Hampton, Zivin, & Murray, 2004) showed that apes and mon-

keys sought information by looking for food when they were

uncertain about its location, but that they reached for the food

directly if they saw where it was hidden. However, similar be-

havior occurs naturally during foraging. In certain contexts,

animals search for food by default unless they can acquire it

directly. It is therefore possible that the animals in these studies

simply used a familiar food-seeking strategy in a new context.

They did not have to know what they knew to search for food.

Instead they simply needed to know where the food was, and if

they did not, they searched for it.

The task used in Experiment 2 required subjects to learn

novel four-item sequences composed of arbitrary photographs.

Subjects were given the opportunity to ask for ‘‘hints’’ as to the

next response in a sequence. Without hints, they would have to

learn each sequence by trial and error, a skill they had acquired

in a previous experiment (Terrace, Son, & Brannon, 2003). Thus,

Experiment 2 addressed two questions: Would subjects learn to

request hints when starting to learn a new list, and would hint

seeking decrease as they became more proficient at executing a

particular list?

Method

Subjects

The subjects were two 10-year-old male rhesus macaques

(Macduff and Oberon). Both monkeys had extensive experience

learning three-, four-, and seven-item lists as simultaneous

chains (Terrace et al., 2003).

Apparatus

The apparatus was identical to that used in Experiment 1.

Simultaneous-Chaining Paradigm

In the simultaneous-chaining paradigm, all list items are dis-

played simultaneously throughout each trial, typically on a

touch-sensitive video monitor (Figs. 4a and 4b). The subject’s

task is to respond to the items in a particular order, regardless of

their spatial position on the monitor. The physical location of list

items is randomized on each trial to prevent subjects from per-

forming the required sequence as a fixed motor pattern. All of

the lists used in Experiment 2 were composed of photographs

(1.5 in. � 2 in.) of natural or man-made objects (e.g., animals,

Fig. 4. Examples of displays used in Experiment 2. Subjects were re-
warded for responding to all items in a particular order (A!B!C
!D). As illustrated in (a) and (b), the position of the items varied
randomly from trial to trial. On 50% of trials, no hint was available (a
and b). On the other 50% of trials, a hint was available, as indicated by an
icon that appeared on the right side of the monitor, above a red circle (c
and d). Touching the hint icon resulted in the appearance of four blinking
lines around the correct item for that position in the sequence. The red
circle signaled that the subject could earn an M&M, instead of a less
desirable banana pellet, by completing the trial correctly. The first re-
quest for a hint eliminated the red circle (d).
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people, scenery, flowers, cars, bridges). All the stimuli were

novel, and none were repeated on a second list.

Simultaneous chains are typically learned by trial and error

from feedback that follows each response (Terrace, 2005a). In

Experiment 2, correct responses were followed by brief (0.5-s)

visual and auditory feedback; errors were followed by a 4-s time-

out during which the screen was darkened. A trial ended either

when the subject responded to an item incorrectly or when the

subject responded to all of the items in the correct order. Food

reward (a 190-mg banana pellet) was provided only after a

correct response to the last list item.

Training Simultaneous Chains With a Hint Option

As shown in Figures 4c and 4d, the subjects in Experiment 2

could obtain a hint by responding to an icon to the right of the list

items. The hint consisted of four blinking lines that appeared

around the item to which the subject should respond next. If the

subject completed a trial correctly without requesting any hints,

it was rewarded with a highly desirable M&M candy. If the

subject requested one or more hints during the course of com-

pleting a trial correctly, it received the usual banana pellet as a

reward. Subjects could obtain as many as four hints on each trial,

one for each list item.

Availability of Hints

For 6 days, subjects were pretrained on a familiar list, with the

hint icon present on 50% of the trials.4 Each subject was then

trained on 10 new lists. Training for each list took place during

four 60-trial sessions, with the familiar list presented on half the

trials and the new list on the other half. During each session, the

subject could request one or more hints on half of the trials, at

any point in the sequence. Thus, out of 60 trials, hints were

available on 15 trials on which a new list was presented and on

15 trials on which the familiar list was presented. No hint was

available on the remaining 30 trials: 15 with the new list and 15

with the familiar list. Trial types alternated randomly.

Results

Hint seeking was inversely related to accuracy on each of the 10

novel lists, for both Macduff (r 5 �.74, p < .0001) and Oberon

(r 5 �.87, p < .0001). As Figure 5a shows, requests for hints,

when a hint was available, decreased across the 4 sessions of

training on each list, from .80 of trials to .53 of trials. At the same

time, the proportion of correct responses increased from .11 to

.38 when a hint was not available.

The inverse relation between hint seeking and accuracy was

also evident in performance on new and familiar lists, for both

Macduff (r 5 �.74, p < .0001) and Oberon (r 5 �.94, p <

.0001). As Figure 5b shows, requests for hints when a hint was

available were less frequent for the familiar list (.13) than for

new lists (.65). In contrast, proportion correct was higher on the

familiar list (.83) than on the new lists (.30).

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Because experiments on metacognition rely on verbal para-

digms, and because metacognitive abilities have not been ob-

served in children until the age of 4, some researchers have

argued that metacognition requires verbal ability (Metcalfe &

Shimamura, 1994; Tulving, 1994). Using behavioral measures,

Experiment 1 showed that monkeys can learn to make meta-

cognitive judgments that are functionally similar to those ob-

tained from human subjects. After learning to monitor their

performance on a series of perceptual tasks, monkeys were able

to transfer that ability to a qualitatively different task based on

working memory. This shows that a monkey’s metacognitive

ability is not task-specific. Experiment 1 also provides the first

demonstration that an animal can learn to respond metacogni-

tively about the match (or lack thereof) between its memory of a

sample and the item it selected during test. Because the mon-

key’s response was based on its memory of stimuli that were no

longer present, its choice of confidence icon cannot be attributed

to the physical characteristics of a co-occurring exteroceptive

stimulus. Experiment 2 provided the first evidence to date that a

monkey can apply appropriate control strategies to correct de-

ficiencies in its knowledge. When subjects lacked the infor-

mation they needed to execute new lists, they acquired that

information by asking for hints. Taken together, the results of

Experiments 1 and 2 show that a monkey’s metacognitive be-

havior provides analogues of the two basic features of human

metacognition: monitoring and controlling knowledge.

Given that monkeys do not have verbal ability, there is no

reason to assume that they are conscious of their metacognitive

judgments or, for that matter, of the metacognitive states of other

individuals (Povinelli & Vonk, 2003). Although humans are

conscious of many of their metacognitive processes, they often

Fig. 5. Proportion of trials completed correctly when no hint was
available and proportion of trials on which a hint was requested when the
hint was available: (a) across the four sessions of training on new lists and
(b) on new lists and on the familiar list.

4The percentage of trials completed correctly when the hint was not available
during the last session of training on the familiar list was 70% for Macduff and
87% for Oberon.
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make metacognitive judgments before those judgments can be

processed consciously (Reder & Schunn, 1996; Son & Metcalfe,

2005). Thus, rhesus macaques appear to share with humans the

ability to make unconscious metacognitive judgments and the

ability to differentiate between the cognitive states of knowing

and not knowing across different tasks. This ability adds to the

growing list of cognitive processes that evolved without lan-

guage, including concept formation (Cook & Wasserman, 2006),

discrimination of numerically defined stimuli (Brannon & Ter-

race, 1998), timing (Church, 2006), and serial learning (Terrace,

2005b). In each of these experiments, it was shown that non-

verbal animals can solve problems that require the memory of

a previously experienced stimulus that was not present during

test (i.e., a representation; Kinsbourne, 2005; Terrace, 2002,

2005a). Thus, contra Descartes, animals are clearly able to think

without language. How they do so is currently a mystery whose

solution is key to understanding the evolution of cognition.
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